
ARWEI mat coupling
With the development of mat coupling ARWEI 
prevents the shifting of recessed mats.

For large cleaning areas often several mats need to be positioned side by side. 
Due to necessary space all around for laying, the mats can slip away sideways 
which could lead to gaps between the joint areas. Consequence: The mats 
appear poor and could also be tripping hazards at the joint areas. In the worst 
case the gap could be that big that for example for automatic revolving doors the 
maximum allowable value according to DIN 18650-1 is exceeded.

Avoiding this ARWEI has created a solution and protected 
by a European patent:

Two side by side lying mats are arranged with all cleaning bars lying in line and 
afterwards they are connected with a pivoted mat coupling. Slipping sideways of 
the mats is not possible any more.

The patented ARWEI mat coupling is available as an accessory for all Reinstreifer 
systems beginning with a construction height of 17 mm.

The mat coupling is standard in aluminum. For surcharge also available in stainless
steel.

Two mats are positioned side by side. They could slip 
away lengthwise and vertically to the cleaning bar.

After exact arranging of the mats the cleaning bars lie in 
line. The pivoted mat coupling snaps into the holding.

The mats are linked up. By opening the coupling (for 
example during cleaning) the hook coupling cannot get 
lost as it is permanently fi xed with the mat.

European patent 2 215 958
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ReinDesign by ARWEI®

Constructional and material changes in the course of further product development reserved. All dimensions are standard values without considering production engineering 
related tolerances. They are based on our experience and testing. The variety of associated materials and working conditions that occur on jobsites are not checked in detail 
and cannot be infl uenced by us. The quality of your work depends on your own professional judgment and product usage. If in doubt of any application recommendation or 
instruction, conduct a small test or obtain technical advice. With the publication of this product data sheet invalidates all previous product information. The respective updated 
version of this datasheet can be found on our Homepage under www.arwei.de.


